
E g y p t 
Travel conjures visions of the Great Pyramids, Luxor temples, the Valley 

of the Kings, 
and the storied Nile,

 but there is far more

Like Fayoum where lake, valleys and wild animals mingle with old pyramids and 
recently discovered pharaonic -era colored painted wooden coffins 

Or  the lesser known Nubian South  where we will  visit the Temple of Amada adorned 
with very fine cut reliefs featuring vibrant colors , which can be enjoyed without the 

crowds

Small group 12 night discovery journey

Our Special inclusions  

• Small group. Maximum 12 guests  
• Cairo - Stay at the charming boutique Hotel Belle Epoque 
• Entrance to the NEW Egyptian Museum   
• Visit the less known Bent Pyramid in Dahsur. It is perhaps the oldest one  at 4600 years 

old! 
• Visit newly discovered tombs in Sakkara as well as the unique Pyramid of Unas 
• Fayoum - See the oldest city in Egypt  where we will visit the newly opened Pyramid El 

Lahum  
•  Go bird batching at  UNESCO World Heritage  Site Wadi Hitan with lunch in the desert 
• 4 night Nile Cruise on the 5-star M/S Hamees with our own Private Guide 
• Entrance to Tutankhamun Tomb  
• Sail on a Felucca 
• Experience the seldom visited temples in Wadi El Seboua near Abu Simbel 
• ABU SIMBEL - (An optional extension in most tours) 
• Overnight in Abu Simbel giving us the opportunity to attend the spectacular light show 

and visit the lesser known temples in the area 



 

DAY 1 - Wed 2 Dec 2020 Cairo   3 nights

 Cairo –Arrive Cairo International Airport. 
	Meet our  representative before passport control.  He will help us through immigration procedures


Our guide and private vehicle will transfer us to our hotel

Belle Epoque http://villabelleepoque.com 
 

							 

On the Nile's eastern bank, the Villa Belle Epoque is a stylish bolthole away from the city's frenetic hubbub. 
The restored 1920s Villa Belle Epoque has plenty of Cairo's exotic allure yet none of its irritants which, 

although arguably part of its appeal, can get wearing after a hard day's street pounding. This is one of those 
owner-run gems where you can squander precious sightseeing hours without feeling at all guilty. 

There's a tranquil, luminous air to Villa Belle Epoque. A ground-floor conservatory fronts on to the garden, its 
patios and poolside dining area shaded by fig, guava and peach trees 

DAY 2 – Thu 3 Dec Cairo  B

Grand museum 
Morning free to enjoy our lovely lodging. Walk around this tree-lined neighborhood  which still bears all the 
hallmarks of the British abroad


http://villabelleepoque.com


In the afternoon our private guide will  take us to visit the Grand New Museum which has been scheduled to 
open in October 2020.  If it is not open we will visit the the Egyptian Museum of Tahrir.

Return to our hotel for an evening at leisure, or join us to enjoy dinner in the neighborhood 


DAY 3 – Fri 4 Dec  Cairo   B/L

Dahshur, Sakkara & Giza plateau


In the morning we will drive 40kms South of Cairo to Dahshur to visit 	The Bent Pyramid and the Red 
Pyramid.   (entrance to one pyramid included) 


	The less visited Dahshur pyramids were an 
extremely important learning experience for the 
Egyptians.  
It provided them with the knowledge and know-how 
to transition from step-sided pyramids to smooth-
sided pyramids. Ultimately their breadth of 
experience would allow them to build  the Great 
Pyramid of Giza. 

We then continue to Sakkara, the only location in 
Egypt that includes tombs dating as far back as the 
beginning of Egyptian history to the end of the 
Pharaonic Era.

It also includes many artifacts from the Greco-
Roman Era, making the Sakkara cemetery one of 
the most important archaeological sites in Egypt.


We will visit the Pyramid of Zoser. These tombs 
were  discovered in 2018. The Twin tombs for the 
Hairdresser and manicurist of the king are the most 
impressive, as well as the unique tomb Pyramid of 
Unas.


Lunch at Sakkara Palm Club.


	The last stop of the day will be at the Giza Plateau known for the Great Pyramid of Cheops* ,

	the last of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, still standing to this date.

	Return to our hotel and evening at leisure.

* We can arrange entrance to Cheops if desired.  We do not include it as it can be physically demanding for 
some. 

DAY 4 – Sat 5 Dec  Cairo ~ Fayoum     2 nights B

Less visited Hawara & Lahun Pyramids 

Check out from our hotel and drive 100kms Southwest of Cairo to Fayoum Oasis, home to several attractions 
from different eras, including the  Pharaonic, Greco-Roman, Coptic and Islamic. We will see sand dunes, palm 
trees, lakes and valleys, wild animals, and hundreds of bird species.


On the way, we will stop to visit the Pyramid of Hawara, built of mud brick and cased with limestone.

Hawara’s historical site is not only famous for its pyramid and its mortuary temple.  It’s also famous because 
in 1888 Professor Petrie discovered the first of the famous fayoum portraits, the incredibly lifelike portraits 
that were attached to the mummies of the deceased, in the tombs around the pyramid.  In 1889, he also 
discovered El Lahun Pyramid in Fayoum, which is constructed with  mud bricks.




In 2009, archaeologists discovered a cache of Pharaonic-era mummies in brightly-colored and painted 
wooden coffins.  In June 2019, the pyramid was officially opened for visit following extensive preservation 
work


After our visit we will continue to our Resort on the Lake 

The rest of day is free to  stroll around the Tunis Village known for its pottery 


Overnight at Bayoum Lakeside Hotel  https://www.byoumhotel.com 



Bayoum Lakeside Hotel   On the tranquil side of Qarun Lake in Fayoum, our resort is a beautiful and 
peaceful place  where all rooms face the Qarun Lake.  We can enjoy the greenery and bird watching from 

the terrace

A fertile depression in Egypt's Western Desert, some 130 kilometers southwest of Cairo, Fayoum is both rich 
in history and outstanding in natural beauty and perfect to relax by the swimming pool, discover the National 

Park or visit Fayoum city and its famous watermills. 

 Rarely visited AL Fayoum is one of Egypt’s oldest cities and home to a large fertile basin in the middle of the 
desert. Often (erroneously) referred to as an oasis, the area is a charming amalgamation of lush farmlands, 

powder perfect dunes, glasslike saltwater lakes, and awe-inspiring archaeological sites. 

Tunis Villa It all started in the 1980s when swiss potter Evelyne Porret became enamored with Tunis’s rural 
charm and decided to open the village’s first pottery studio there. She went on to train countless local children 

in the craft, effectively giving birth to a whole new wave of potters and artisans, many of whom have now 
opened their own pottery studios. Each winter, Tunis hosts the country’s biggest pottery festival which draws 

in vendors and visitors from far and wide. 

DAY 5 -– Sun 6 Dec Fayoum  B/L

Bird Watching - Wadi Hitan with barbecue lunch  

For those interested in bird watching, this is the 
season for the migration of birds You will 

meet your specialized guide at 6:00am 


	Return  to our hotel for breakfast followed by a 
visit of the Wadi Hitan,  or Whales Valley, 
containing invaluable fossil remains of the 
earliest and now extinct suborder of whales, 
Archaeoceti. 

These fossils represent one of the major stories 
of evolution: the emergence of the whale as an 
ocean-going mammal from a previous life as a 

land-based animal. 

We will enjoy a barbecue lunch nearby then drive 
back to hotel for a relaxed afternoon.


Wadi Al-Hitan, or Whale Valley, in the Western 
Desert of Egypt, contains invaluable fossil 
remains of the earliest, and now extinct, 
suborder of whales, Archaeoceti. These fossils 
represent one of the major stories of evolution: 
the emergence of the whale as an ocean-going 
mammal from a previous life as a land-based 
animal. This is the most important site in the 

https://www.byoumhotel.com


world for the demonstration of this stage of evolution. It portrays vividly the form and life of these whales 
during their transition. The number, concentration and quality of such fossils here is unique, as is their 
accessibility and setting in an attractive and protected landscape. The fossils of Al-Hitan show the youngest 
archaeocetes, in the last stages of losing their hind limbs. Other fossil material in the site makes it possible to 
reconstruct the surrounding environmental and ecological conditions of the time. 

DAY 6  - Mon 7 Dec Fayoum ~ Cairo ~ Luxor ~  FOUR NIGHT CRUISE  with our own private guide 
B/L/D 
 Fayoum, Cairo, Luxor to board our 4 night Cruise  

Check out from our hotel after an early breakfast and drive to  Cairo Domestic Airport for our flight to Luxor.

	We will meet our guide at the airport for a  transfer to our cruise ship 


	Lunch on board.


In the early afternoon we will depart to visit the cult temple of Karnak, the largest religious building ever 
constructed. 

We will continue on to  the temple of Luxor, where you will also see remains of the  Coptic church and a 
mosque built beneath it.

Return to the ship. Dinner and overnight on board.




The Mövenpick MS Hamees has 72 spacious and contemporary designed cabins with relaxing soft cream 
colours. Enjoy the view of the Nile from your panoramic window. 

All cabins are air-conditioned and offer either two single beds or a queen-size bed as well as a private 
bathroom with a bathtub and hairdryer.  Cabins face the river Nile and provide either large, panoramic 

windows or two sealed marine windows made of tempered glass.    Further amenities include an LCD TV with 
marine satellite, internal phone, music channel, minibar, safety deposit box and two life jackets. 

Standard cabins are located on the lower or main decks.  Superior cabins are found on the upper and top 
decks. 

The elegantly appointed Sun Deck offers a variety of beverages and snacks. It's also the perfect place to relax 
and swim, while enjoying the stunning views of the river Nile. 

The Ship subscribes to the global sustainability program, SHINE, which aims to positively impact the 
environment, people and the local communities where they operate hotels and resorts. 

DAY 7 - Tue 8 Dec ON CRUISE  B/L/D

Luxor, Esna Lock, Edfu 



Visit the Valley of the Kings, the ancient burial ground of many of Egypt's New Kingdom rulers. Continue to 
the temple that honored the Egyptian Queen Hatchepsut who ruled  as a king for two decades. 


The last stop of this morning will be at Deir El Madinah, the ancient village where workers of the tombs in the 
Valley of the Kings lived and were buried.

Return to our ship for lunch while quietly sailing to Edfu passing by Esna Lock.

Enjoy the scenery of the Nile Bank.

Dinner and overnight on board in Edfu.


DAY 8 – Wed 9 Dec ON CRUISE  B/L/D

 Edfu Kom Ombo and Aswan 

 
After an early breakfast, depart to visit the temple of Horus, a Ptolemaic temple and one of the best 
preserved ancient monuments in Egypt.

	Return to the ship to sail to Kom Ombo. 

	Lunch on board.


In the 	early afternoon, walk to the temple shared by the Two Gods, Sobek & Haroeris for a visit.

	

Rejoin the ship to sail to Aswan. 
	Dinner and overnight in Aswan.




DAY 9  – Thu 10 Dec ON CRUISE  B/L/D 
Aswan 
After breakfast  we will take a half day guided tour visiting the High Dam between Egypt and Sudan. See  the 
temple of Philae,  dedicated to the goddess Isis and located in a beautiful setting, landscaped to match the 



original site of the temple. It was relocated by UNESCO after the construction  of the Aswan Dam threatened 
the site.


The last stop of this morning will be for the visit of the Unfinished Obelisk, which  lies in a bed of granite. The 
Obelisk shows the building methods of these monolithic monuments.


Return to our ship for lunch break.


In the afternoon, board a felucca, ancient wooden sailing boats for a trip to the Botanical garden at Kitchener 
Island.

Return to the ship to prepare for our farewell  gala dinner.

Overnight on board.


DAY 10 – Fri 11 Dec Aswan ~ Abu Simbel   2nights B/BL 
Aswan, Wadi El Seboua, Amada & Abu Simbel  

Today we will start a very unique multy-day visit to a region that most fly into and visit only for a couple of 
hours with no chance to see the stunning Sound and Light show in Abu Simbel 

Disembark from the ship after breakfast.  Then we will drive with our private guide and vehicle to  the south of 
Aswan to visit a complex of three different temples:  Kalabasha built during the early Roman Era and 
dedicated to Nubian solar god Merwel, Beit El Wali a little temple from the time of Ramses II and the Kiosk 
of Kertassi, temple dedicated to Isis. 


We continue our journey driving to Wadi El Seboua which  means Valley of the Lions.  The name refers to the 
avenue of Sphinxes that leads to the temple built during the reign of Ramses II.


Nearby Wadi El-Seboua is 
the temple of Dakka, built 
during the Ptolemaic era in 
the third century BC. This 
site is notable because of the 
huge and well-preserved 
pylon. In this same area, we 
visit the unfinished temple of 
Meharakka, built under 
Roman rule. This temple has 
the only spiral staircase in 
any ancient Egyptian 
structure.


Lunch break (Lunch boxes 
arranged by the boat). 

Our last stop on our way to 
Abu Simbel will be a visit to 
Amada Temple.  The temple  

contains some of the well 
preserved reliefs of the 

Nubian monuments on Lake Nasser. 


Seti Abu Simbel Resort  

Located at the foot of the Grand Temple of Ramses II, Abu Simbel Hotel offers views of Lake Nasser. It 
offers a landscaped pool area, luscious gardens and Nubian-style accommodations. All accommodations 
at Abu Simbel offer views of a garden or Lake Nasser. Each room offers a flat-screen TV, a mini-bar and a 

wardrobe. The suite includes a living room with sofa. The bathroom is fitted with a shower and hairdryer. 
Guests can have their pick of sumptuous cuisine at the hotel’s main restaurant that offers both fine oriental 



and international buffets specialties. Toshka serves à-la-carte specialties, while the Pool Bar offer cocktails and 
mocktails.  Seti Abu Simbel Lake Resort is within 1500 feet walk from town. 

DAY 11 – Sat 12 Dec Abu Simbel   B

Abu Simbel Temples of Ramsess II and his wife Nefertari 

 The complex is part of the UNESCO World Heritage Site known as the "Nubian Monuments,” which run 
from  Abu Simbel downriver to Philae (near Aswan). The twin temples were originally carved out of the 
mountainside in the 13th century BC, during the 19th dynasty reign of the Pharaoh Ramesses II and Queen 
Nefertari. 


After our privately guided visit of this magnificent complex we will return to our hotel for relaxation and our 
farewell dinner 


In the evening, attend the Sound & Light Show. 


DAY 12 – Sun 13 Dec Abu Simbel ~ Sudan or Tunisia Extension  
Some of us will continue to Sudan or Tunisia for a 6 night visit.  Others will transfer to the airport for their




flights home 


Cosmopolitan Adventure Tours   
                                     Creating Tours since 1965 

Unique customized arrangements to Latin America, Europe and the Middle East  
Tel: 415-924.4627 / 800-569.6228 

See Our Upcoming Journeys  
50+years Commitment to Ethical & Sustainable Tourism 

SFTP,WITIA,SKAL 
info@cosmopolitanadventuretours.com 
www.cosmopolitanadventuretours.com   

CST#1012223-60 
'Ecotourism: Conserve the environment and improve the well-being of local 

people' 
If you have to print please print two-sided 

https://www.cosmopolitanadventuretours.com/upcoming-journeys.html
http://www.cosmopolitanadventuretours.com/

